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Dunmuir Cocktail List
Blackberry and Apple Crumble Bramble  4.95
A fruit take on the classic Bramble, this beautifully highlights the classic 
combination of Blackberry, Apple and Gin....Did you know? Bramble Cocktail was 
created in a bar in London SOHO in 1984

Daiquiri 4.95
The classic Daiquiri using three ingredients, soda, lime juice and rum.  
Sweet and tart, this is still one of the best concoctions you can make... Did you 
know? Due to Roosevelt’s “good neighbour policy” opening up trade with Cuba, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, rum became easily available in 1940 and 
helped drive the popularity of daiquiri in the US

Sex on the Beach 4.95
Sex on the Beach cocktail is a very popular mixed drink which is the epitome  
of easy drinking. This fruity highball is a mix of vodka, peach schnapps,  
orange juice and cranberry juice

Blueberry Collins 5.50
The subtle blueberry flavours for a fantastic Collins with lemon juice,  
sugar syrup and muddle of Gin

Gin Rickey 5.45
A good alternative to the classic Gin and Tonic made with Soda Water,  
lime juice and Gin

Godfather 4.95
This godfather cocktail is basically Scotch sweetened with the almond  
flavours of Amaretto

Mojito 5.75
If there is one cocktail to divide opinion, it is surely the omnipresent mojito 
cocktail, made with White Rum, MInt leaves, sugar syrup and lime juice

Margarita 4.95
Often considered one of “the Classics” made with Tequila, Triple Sec and Lime 
juice...Did you know? Different stories laying claim to its creation. It is in fact 
pre-dated in written reference at least by a cocktail with the same recipe as the 
classic Margarita, but named the Picador and dating back to the 1930s

Piña Colada 5.50
The Classic Piña Colada is a favourite, creamy tropical flavours, made with white 
rum, pineapple juice and coconut cream and fresh cream these flavours won’t 
work much better....Did you know? In 1978 the government declared the Pina 
Colada to be the official drink of Puerto Rico

Woo Woo 5.45
A popular and fun cocktail, made with peach schnapps, vodka and  
cranberry juice. If you are looking for “easy to drink” and not too concerned  
with sophistication, the Woo Woo is the perfect choice

White Lady 5.95
The white lady is a very clean-tasting cocktail, which makes a perfect aperitif, 
made with Gin, Triple sec and lemon juice..Did you know? In the John le Carres 
1965 novel “The Looking Glass War” British spy and main protagonist Fred Leisers 
favourite drink is a “White Lady”

Cosmopolitan 6.25
The Cosmopolitan is a colourful, fruit concoction made with citron, vodka, 
triple sec, cranberry juice and freshly squeezed lime. Did you know? The 
Cosmopolitan has become a mainstay in most cocktail bars and it’s popularity 
exploded in the 90’s mainly due to its role in the popular American TV series  
Sex in the City


